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Abstract. We present the medical image analysis laboratory (MIALab), an educational approach to medical image analysis using machine learning. MIALab introduces the students to traditional medical image analysis (MIA) pipelines by providing a fully working example on brain tissue segmentation. MIALab aims that students understand, analyze, and improve the whole MIA pipeline, comprising classical steps involved in medical image computing, such as pre-processing, registration, feature extraction, classification, and post-processing. Documentation, including pointers to data source, and source code are publicly available on GitHub.
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1 Introduction

The medical image computing and computer-assisted intervention (MICCAI) community has seen enormous progress in image classification, object detection, segmentation, registration, and other tasks during the last years. While this progress is heavily associated with deep learning technologies [3], traditional medical image analysis (MIA) pipeline steps like pre-processing, registration, and post-processing are still required to achieve state-of-the-art results (e.g., [2]). We believe that for students entering the MICCAI community, it is essential to know how such a traditional MIA pipeline works and looks like.

Our submission to the MICCAI educational challenge is termed MIALab (Medical Image Analysis Laboratory), which bases on a lecture at the University of Bern[1] MIALab introduces the students to MIA by providing a fully working example on brain tissue segmentation aiming that students understand, analyze, and improve the whole MIA pipeline. Our submission includes documentation and source code, which are both publicly available on GitHub. The medical data can be downloaded from the human connectome project [4].

* equal contribution

1 http://www.bme.master.unibe.ch/studies/curriculum/list_of_courses/
   medical_image_analysis_lab/index_eng.html
2 Resources

The whole MIALab including documentation and source code is hosted on GitHub in a public repository

https://github.com/istb-mia/MIALab

and the rendered documentation is available at


The repository and the rendered documentation are self-containing and we therefore only briefly introduce the content of it and refer the reader to the documentation.

2.1 Documentation

**Problem Description** As teaching example, the MIA pipeline investigates the problem of segmenting five different brain structures. The clinical background is explained under


The MIA pipeline itself is introduced in


which does directly relate to experiments we propose such that the students can understand, analyze, and improve the MIA pipeline

https://mialab.readthedocs.io/en/latest/experiments.html

**Data and Setup** The data itself, the data preparation, and data usage is described under


The installation steps prior to running the MIA pipeline are explained at


**Miscellaneous** The documentation contains other helpful information such as a recommended integrated development environment and a list of recommended software tools (e.g., for viewing medical images).
2.2 Source Code

The source code is modularized and fully documented. MIALab is implemented using Python 3.5, which is now widely used for research due to deep learning libraries such as TensorFlow and PyTorch. It also introduces the student to commonly used Python packages such as scikit-learn and SimpleITK. Furthermore, it makes extensive use of the Python package for medical image analysis pymia that is developed and maintained by the same authors as the MIALab.

In addition to the main script that contains the entire MIA pipeline including evaluation, the source code also contains a simple hello world that verifies the dependencies, and a toy example that represents an illustrative example of a random forest classification on sample data [1].
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2 Python package: [https://pypi.org/project/pymia/](https://pypi.org/project/pymia/)

Source code: [https://github.com/rundherum/pymia/](https://github.com/rundherum/pymia/)